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Evidence for the Decay of Nuclear Matter Toroidal Geometries in Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions
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Systematic experimental evidence is presented for the decay of nuclear matter from toroidal
geometries using reactions of86Kr 1 93Nb at incident energies ranging from 35 to 95 MeVynucleon.
The decay of noncompact geometries is established through two charge-related observables, and the
distinction between toroidal and bubblelike geometries is achieved through event shape analysis.
Indications of these exotic geometries appear for beam energies between 60 and 75 MeVynucleon.
[S0031-9007(97)02731-2]
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Recent theoretical calculations based on transport th
ries have predicted the occurrence of exotic breakup g
ometries at intermediate energies [1–6]. These geomet
include bubbles and toroids, which are considered nonco
pact because of their hollow centers, as well as disks. E
perimental searches to date have not been able to con
these predictions [7–9]. In this Letter we present a stu
of central collisions in the86Kr 1 93Nb system at inci-
dent energies ranging from 35 to 95 MeVynucleon. Our
results comprise the first systematic experimental resu
which both provide evidence for the decay of nuclear ma
ter from a toroidal geometry and confine this occurrence
a finite range of beam energies. We use two experimen
observables, based on intermediate mass fragment m
plicities and charge similarity, to establish that the syste
decays from a noncompact breakup geometry. We th
use event shape analyses to show that the decaying sys
is more consistent with a coplanar shape, thus implyi
that the geometry is toroidal. We find that the toroidal g
ometries are produced for beam energies between 60
75 MeVynucleon.

The experimental data in this study were collecte
using the86Kr 1 93Nb system for the beam energies 35
45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 75, 85, and 95 MeVynucleon using
the MSU4p Array [10]. Immediately prior to this study,
the Array was upgraded, extending the forward covera
for heavy fragments (Z & 27) down to 0.5± from the
beam axis. Subarrays forward of 18± have lower energy
thresholds of approximately 10 MeVynucleon for 7Li,
and those between 18± and 162± have a corresponding
threshold of 3 MeVynucleon. Although these threshold
prohibit a detailed analysis of low-energy kinetic energ
spectra, we present below a number of other availa
experimental signatures.

Our study includes only central events from this da
set because the formation of noncompact geometr
is predicted for central events [2,4]. We selected ce
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tral events from our data by using the well-establishe
method of imposing cuts on global observables calle
centrality variables [11,12]. In order to avoid auto-
correlations between the centrality variables and th
experimental signatures that we present, we have us
two different centrality variables: the total transvers
kinetic energy [Et 

P
i1,Nc

Ei sin2suid], and the total
charge of detected fragments traveling at midrapidit
(Zmr 

P
i,0.75y 0

targ,y0
frag,i ,0.75y0

proj
Zi) [12], whereNc is the

number of detected charged particles,Ei is the kinetic
energy of each fragment, andy0

targ, y0
frag,i, andy0

proj are
the center-of-momentum frame rapidities of the targe
emitted fragments, and projectile, respectively. To ensu
the centrality of the data sample, we applied cuts onEt

accepting only the 5% most central events when dealin
with charge-based signatures and similar 5% cuts onZmr

when dealing with the event shape signatures. Mo
stringent event selection (based on, e.g., fragment em
sion geometry or alignment) may enhance some predict
signatures at the expense of clarity and generality, but a
not needed to establish the signatures shown below.

The first experimental signature we present is a
anomalous increase in the number of intermediate-ma
fragments (IMFs). An IMF is defined as a fragment with
a charge in the range3 # Z & 20. Published percolation
model calculations quantitatively demonstrate that deca
from noncompact geometries (toroids and bubbles) w
result in emission of more IMFs than would be otherwis
observed in the decay of a compact spherical geome
[8]. We have measured the multiplicity of IMFs in centra
events selected via cuts onEt and plotted the mean
values versus the incident beam energy per nucleon
Fig. 1(a). Statistical error bars are smaller than the mark
size. Two features are clear in Fig. 1(a). The first i
a general trend in which this multiplicity increases with
increasing beam energy. This trend in IMF emissio
has been documented in previous experimental stud
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Mean intermediate-mass fragment multiplicity
(b) Total charge of IMFs normalized by the midrapidity charg
plotted versus the incident beam energy.

[13,14]. The second feature is an increase in the me
IMF multiplicity which deviates from the more basic trend
at a beam energy of 65 MeVynucleon. Examination of
theNimf distributions themselves reveals that this approx
mate 5% deviation in the mean value is due to a shift
the overall distribution, not to a change in its shape. Th
qualitative enhancement is consistent with the increa
in IMF emission predicted to accompany the formatio
of noncompact geometries [2,4,8] over a limited energ
range, and thus provides our first confirmation.

The enhancement in IMF emission shown in Fig. 1(
can be further examined by plotting the total charge
detected IMFs divided by the total charge of particles tra
eling at midrapidity (kZimflnorm). Because the midrapid-
ity charge roughly corresponds to the size of the emittin
source, in this way we divide out the (changing) size
the source and obtain a normalization for the amount
the system emitted as IMFs. This quantity is plotted
Fig. 1(b), and shows an overall trend consistent with t
decreasing prevalence of charge bound in IMFs. It al
shows a 5% enhancement reminiscent of the IMF mu
tiplicity enhancement shown in Fig. 1(a), although at
slightly lower energy. We shall return to this latter poin
at length. This enhancement is also due to a shift in t
distributions and not to a change in their shape. Thu
we observe the enhancement signature in IMF emiss
even when factoring in the increasing size of the emittin
system.

The second signature we present is an enhanced s
larity in the charges of large fragments. Some theoretic
models have quantitatively predicted that the formation
noncompact geometries will also result in increased cro
.
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sections for the emission of fragments with nearly equa
masses [4,15]. To quantify this phenomenon for our data
we have calculated the power-law exponents for ordere
Z distributions. This calculation begins with the ordering
of the charges of the detected fragments, from largest t
smallest, on an event-by-event basis. In this way, eac
fragment is assigned an index from 1 toNc, the total
number of charged particles. We then calculate the mea
charge for each of these indexed charges over all events
our sample. We have observed empirically that these o
deredZ distributions are best reproduced by a power law
[i.e., kZordsidl ~ i2a ], although the qualitative features of
the signature we present below are insensitive to the fi
type. It follows that the fit parametera for these distri-
butions would be small (large) for events which contain
very similarly (differently) charged fragments. Thus, the
presence of a noncompact breakup geometry giving ris
to more similarly charged large fragments should be ac
companied by a suppressed value of this exponent.

We have extracted the power-law exponenta for cen-
tral events selected via cuts onEt and plotted them versus
the beam energy in Fig. 2(a) (solid lines). Statistical er
rors are smaller than the markers, and systematic fittin
errors are plotted. We observe an overall trend ina, de-
creasing with increasing beam energy, corresponding t
an increasing probability for the emission of IMFs hav-
ing similar sizes. It is clear that this observable, like the
IMF multiplicity, also undergoes a (5%) departure from
the overall smooth trend, and at a similar beam energy.

The solid lines depict those values obtained by fitting
only the three largest charges in each event. These a
compared directly to another quantitative measure o
charge symmetry (kDcentl) obtained from Dalitz plots
(Ref. [16]). Dcent is defined as the distance from the

FIG. 2. (a) Extracteda values (solid line) andDcent values
(dashed line) both calculated using only the largest thre
fragments. (b) Extracteda values obtained using the largest
six fragments, plotted versus the incident beam energy.
2085
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center of a Dalitz triangle to the coordinates calculate
from the charges of the three largest fragments in ea
event, such that small (large) values ofDcent correspond to
events having similar (dissimilar) charges. The compar
son of the mean values ofDcent (dashed) to those obtained
for a (solid) illustrates that our method of using ordered
charge distributions reproduces the results of oth
well-known charge similarity observables. However, th
advantage to the latter method is that it can be applied
an arbitrary number of particles.

Because we have established [Fig. 1(a)] thatkNimfl ,
5.5 for this system, we have extracted the exponenta by
fitting the first six charges [Fig. 2(b)]. The reduction in
systematic error resulting from the inclusion of a broade
fit range is also evident from Fig. 2(b). In this case, th
extracteda values at 65 and 75 MeVynucleon are sup-
pressed so that they lie below the values consistent w
the overall smoothly decreasing trend. This suppressi
in a (and inDcent) is an indication of more equally sized
large fragments and has been predicted to accompany
formation of noncompact geometries [4]. By comparin
Fig. 2, frames (a) and (b), we show again that the pr
cise energies of this phenomenon are slightly differen
and depend somewhat on the details of the definition
the observables.

Based on these quantitative and qualitative predi
tions, the two charge-based observables shown abo
(multiplicity and similarity) demonstrate trends that are
well explained by the decay of noncompact geometrie
However, to differentiate between the possibilities o
toroid and bubble formation an additional signature
required. The use of event shape observables to ma
precisely this distinction was proposed by the authors
Ref. [4].

The third signature we present is a suppressed sphe
ity in the emission of heavy fragments. It is derived from
the sphericity of particle emission in momentum spac
and it ascribes a quantitative measure to the dimensio
ality of the breakup geometry. Such an observable i
cludes all of the information measured for each fragme
(i.e., charge, energy, emission angles), and thus provid
a good balance to observables based on charges alo
Sphericity is defined [17] by first generating the kineti
energy tensor such thatTij 

PNimf
n1spi,npj,ndy2mn, where

Nimf is the number of IMFs in each event, andpi,n and
mn are theith component of the momentum and the mas
of each IMF, respectively. Next, the eigenvalues (li) of
this tensor are calculated, ordered (l1 . l2 . l3), and
normalized (qi  liy

P3
j1 lj), and the sphericity is de-

fined asS 
3
2 sq2 1 q3d. Given this definition, events

with isotropic emission of IMFs will have a high value
of sphericity, while those with coplanar or otherwise non
spherical emission will have lower values. It is known
that the range of allowed values of sphericity is affecte
by the multiplicity of particles (Nimf) in the tensor sum.
2086
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To account for this effect, we compare events having th
same IMF multiplicities [18]. We will also extract from
this tensor the flow angles [cossuid] which correspond to
the alignment of each of the eigenvectors and are obtain
directly via the dot product of the eigenvectors with the
z axis. By the ordering of eigenvalues described abov
u1 thus corresponds to the azimuthal angle of the eige
vector associated with the largest eigenvalue.

We have calculated the mean values of the sphericity
IMF emission (kSl) for central events selected via cuts on
Zmr and plotted these (markers) versus the incident bea
energy per nucleon for one representative IMF multiplic
ity (Nimf  5) in Fig. 3(a). The trends observed for other
multiplicities are nearly identical to those shown. Statisti
cal errors on the mean values are smaller than the mark
size and systematic errors are shown. We have plott
above and below the values obtained from the exper
mental data the resulting mean values obtained from th
output of an event generator [19] which produced spher
cal (dotted lines) and disklike (dot-dashed lines) emissio
patterns. The significant input parameters to this mod
were the aspect ratio of the ellipsoid of particle emission
the emission source temperature, and charge and mu
plicity distributions. The aspect ratios used were1:1:1
and2.5:2.5:1 for the sphere and disk simulations, respec
tively, and source temperatures were extracted from rel
tivistic Maxwell-Boltzmann fits to experimental energy
spectra forZ  3 (the smallest IMF) fragments. Charge
and multiplicity distributions were constrained to match
the observed experimental distributions resulting in cen
tral events. The output from this model was then fil
tered through a detailed software replica of our detecto
which accounted for effects such as upper and lower k
netic energy thresholds, uncovered solid angle, malfun
tioning detectors, and multiple particle hits. Thus we ca

FIG. 3. (a) Measured values of the mean sphericity of IMF
emission (markers) versus the incident beam energy. Th
dotted and dot-dashed lines indicate the mean values obtain
for filtered spherical and disklike simulations, respectively
(b) Cosine of the flow angle corresponding to the larges
eigenvalue, plotted versus the incident beam energy.
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compare the sphericity values for these simulated em
sion patterns directly to our experimental data.

The sphericity values resulting from the disklike simu
lation are lower than those resulting from the spheric
simulation. This difference illustrates the effectiveness
sphericity in quantitatively distinguishing disklike emis
sion from spherical emission. Second, an examinati
of the excitation function of the sphericity values yielde
by the filtered simulation reveals that changes in the a
ceptance effects onkSl with increasing beam energy are
smooth, so that any significant change in the experime
tal data that does not follow this smooth trend cannot b
attributed to systematic changes in acceptance.

The experimental values of sphericity fall between th
limiting values obtained for the spherical and disklik
simulations, and the shape of the curve reflects the sa
basic trends which we associate here with acceptan
effects. However, at a beam energy of 60 MeVynucleon,
the experimental value ofkSl is suppressed by 5%, ap-
proaching the disklike values. This suppression, reflecti
a shift in the sphericity distributions, cannot be attribute
to experimental acceptance and is beyond statistical flu
tuations, indicating more disklike, or coplanar, IMF emis
sion at this energy. The value of sphericity achieved
60 MeVynucleon is consistent with a disk of aspect rati
2:2:1. Parallel analysis of other event shape observab
(e.g., coplanarity) reveals corresponding suppressio
enhancement signatures at the same beam energy. T
trend shown in the event shape observables confirms
occurrence of a more two-dimensional breakup geomet

In the case of toroid formation (Ref. [2]), the torus is
oriented perpendicular to the beam axis. Thus a perfec
central collision would give rise to two comparatively
large eigenvalues with eigenvectors perpendicular to t
beam axis, so that the three signatures presented ab
would be further corroborated by a suppression in th
cosine of the first flow angle [cossu1d, as previously
defined]. The mean value of this cosine is plotted
Fig. 3(b), and does show a suppression, although a
slightly different energy than that shown in Fig. 3(a)
This transition to a more perpendicular orientation is th
fourth independent signature we present as evidence
the decay of toroidal geometries.

The subtle and recurring variation in the energy o
toroidal breakup as presented in this Letter suggests
variation in the sensitivities of specific observables, d
pendent upon their definitions. These differences prohi
the precise location of a transitional beam energy a
merits further inquiry. However, all observables exhib
sensitivity to the occurrence of this phenomenon and t
gether form strong experimental support for the formatio
of toroidal geometries.
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We have presented a systematic study of four ind
pendent global experimental observables for the86Kr 1
93Nb system for incident energies ranging from 35 t
95 MeVynucleon. Our study reveals a 5% enhanceme
in emission of intermediate-mass fragments and in sim
larity in the charges of these large fragments, which t
gether establish the noncompact nature of the break
geometry. We also observe a 5% suppression in the m
value of the sphericity and suppressed flow angles of IM
emission, which indicate toroidal, as opposed to bubb
like, geometries. All of these signatures occur at ene
gies between 60 and 75 MeVynucleon. These signatures
are predicted by many of the same theoretical models t
have provided us with the most recent descriptions of no
compact geometries, and should be interpreted in that c
text as experimental evidence for the existence of toroid
breakup geometries.
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